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Abstract

We consider surfaces defined with the dimensionality paradigm as
the natural projection of a.a 2-manifold in n-space into aa subspace of
three dimensions. Such surfaces
surfaces can represent exactly many operations of interest in geometric modeling and its applications.
appfcations. We show
that this class of surfaces
surfaces is closed under the operations of offsetting,
bisecting,
bisecting, and blending (using rolling-ball blends), and analyze the
growth behavior of the number of
of variables needed. Furthermore, we
me
present several techniques how to evaluate t.rimmed
Lhese
trimmed patches of these
surfaces
surlaces and demonstrate the utility of these techniques.
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1I Introduction
Introduction
It isis well-known
well-known that
that the
the traditional.
traditional parametric
parametric representa.tion
representation of surfaces
~urfaceain
It
CAGD
CAGD cannot
cannot directly
directly support
support certain
certain desirable
desirable geometric
geometric operations
operations including
including
the
the derivation
derivation of
of offsets
offsets and
and rolling-ball
rolling-ball blends.
blends. Given
Given parametric base surfaces,
While implicit
implicit surfaces
surfaces are,
these
not
parametric.
While
these derived
derived surfaces
surfaces are
are in
in general
in principle,
principle, closed
dosed under these operations,
operations, this fact does
does not necessarily
necessarily help in
in
practice
because the
the derivation
derivation of the implicit equation of the derived
derived surface
practice
because
may
may rest
rest on
on aa symbolic
symbolic computation that is
is often beyond the current state of the
art.
art. In.
In aa sequence
sequence of
of papers
papers {I,
11, 4,
4 , 3,
3 , 55]] it
it has
has been argued,
argued, therefore, tha.t
that such
constrained
constrained surfaces
surfaces should
should be
be represented using
using the
the dimensionality
dimensionalify paradigm,
pmdigm,
that
that is,
is, as
as the
the natural
natural projection
projection of
of aa 2-manifold
2-manifold in
in n-space.
n-space. This
This manifold
manifold is
set of
of m
m equations
equations in
in nn variables
variables that express,
express, intuitively and
represented by
by aa set
represented
straightforwardly, the
the geometric
g&tric
constraints that define
define the
the derived
derived surface from
from
straightforwardlY,
constraints
the given
given ones.
ones. In
In general,
general, such
such aa manifold
manifold isis defined
defined by the following
following system
the
nonlinear equations:
equations:
of nonlinear
of
'Work supported
eupported in
in part
part by
by ONR
ONR Contract
Contract NOOOI4-90-J-1599,
ND001F-90-J-1599,by NSF
NSF Grant CDA-92·Work
23502, and
and by
by NSF
NSF Grant
Grant ECD
ECD 88-03017.
88-03017.
23502,
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h(x!, X2, .•. , X n )

:::

0

h(Xl1 X 2, ... ,

xn )

0

fm(Xl1 X2, .•. ,

xn )

0

(1)

In
ha.ve assumed that the given base surfaces
In past work, we have
surfzes are parametric or
implicit, and that their evalua.tion
evaluation does
does not require trimming. Both assumptions
need not apply in practice: We may wish to iterate these surface operations,
for
for example blending an offset surface with an equidistance surface.
surface. Moreover,
it may be necessary to trim the derived surfaces, for example retaining only a
part of a.
a blending surface. In this paper we address both of these problems.
In Section 2, we show how to iterate the operations of forming
forming offset surfaces,
faces, equidistance surfaces, and constant- and variable-radius
variable-radius blending surfaces.
surfaces.
Roughly speaking, iterating these operations requires the derivation of closeddosedform expressions
expressions for the surface normal at
a t a point. Such expressions
expressions exist, of
course, for implicit and pa.rametric
tha.t such expressions
parametric surfaces. We show here that
expressions
are
given
as
systems
of
nonlinear
can also be found in case the base surfaces
surfaces
equations that are formed to express
express the surface opera.tions
operations under consideration.
We also
aho give an analysis
anaIysis of the growth of the number of variables when iterating
the surface operations.

In the subsequent sections
problem and show how
sections we address
address the trimming
trimming probIem
the surfaces defined using our approach may be trimmed back to the parts
that are of interest in a geometric operation. Several stra.tegies
strategies for trimming
are explored. It is possible in many cases
cases tto
o alter Chuang's
Chuang's surface evaluation
algorithm [2]
[2] slightly so that one set of variables is used for the projection,
while a different set is used for trimming. This
This approach can be supplemented
by introducing special variables that define
define the area to be trimmed functionally.
functionally.
We also explore aa direct trimming
t~immingstrategy in which the trimming computation
augments the surface exploration.

2

Closure under Surface Operations

In
In order to avoid redundancy, we restrict attention to surface
surface operations only.
The analogous operations on curves
curves follow the sa.me
same pattern, and the correspondcorresponding closure
dosure theorems a.re
are easily proved. We consider the following operations:
1. Offsetting
Oflseiling

Given aa base surface ff and an offset distance r, represent the offset surface
2

off b
of
byy rr..

2. Bisecting
2.
surfaces f and g, represent the surface of points that have
Given two base surfaces
normal distance from both f and g.
equal normal.
3. Blending
Given two surfaces fj and g,
g, represent the rolling-ball
rolling-ball blend that connects
surfaces, either by a constant
constant-radius
T, or
the two surfaces,
radiu5 blend of given radius r,
by aa variable-radius
variableradius blend where the radius variation is prescribed by aa
reference surface.
6

show that these three operations can be freely
freely iterated and mixed;
mixed; that
We 6how
from a number of implicit
is, that a base surface can be any surface obtained from
and/or parametric surfaces
surlaces by a sequence
sequence of the three surface operations. We
also discuss
discuss the size of the systems of nonlinea.r
nonlinear equations that are so obtained.

essence, our result applies
applies to any surface operation tha.t
that can be constructed
In essence,
from reference
reference points on the surface and two linearly independent tangent direcdirecas long as from them expressions
expressions can.
can be derived
derived
tions at those reference points, as
that give, at a generic
generic surface
surface point, two linearly independent tangent direcdirecwill show that this is the case for the above surface operations. We
tions. We will
will use the following
following lemma:
will
Lemma 11
Let (a, b, c) be a surface
surface normal at a nonsinguIar
nonsingdar surface point. Then there
are expressions
expressions for two linearly independent tangent directions to the surface
surface
at that point. Conversely,
Conversely, assume tha.t
that ttl1 and t2
t2 are two linearly independent
tangent directions
expression
directions at
a t a.a nonsingular surface point. Then there is an expression
for the surface normal a.t
at that point.

Proof
Since the point is not singular, the surface normal does not vanish.
vanish. Clearly the
three vectors
t1
tl =
= (0, -c,
-c, b)
b)
t2 = (c,O,-a)
(c,O, -a)
tt3
3

= (-b,a,O)
(-4 a, 0)

are perpendicular to

n =
= (a,b,c)
(a, b, c)
n
and so the tj
t; are tangents to the surface. Moreover, there must be at least
two among them that are linea.rly
linearly independent. Furthermore, if tl
t l and t2 are
tz is aa normal vector. 0
linearly independent tangent vectors, then ttl1 x t2

3

The lemma justifies that in each case it suffices
sufficesto know either two linearly
independent tangent vectors or the normal vector. Note that we may not be a.ble
able
to decide in general which of the three vectors tl
=
(c,Ot-a),
tl =
= (O,-c,b).
(0, -c, b), tt2
=
(c,
0,
-a),
2
and t3
a, 0) are linearly independent. Since the vector components are
tg =
= (-b,
(4,
usually expressions or variable names, a.t
at those points of the surface that lie on
the intersection with, say,
the
surface
a
say,
a ;;;;:
= 0, the vectors ttz2 and ttg
a are linearly
dependent, but elsewhere they are not. Similarly,
Similarly, the other two pairs of vectors
are linearly dependent on certain other curves. In [3,
[3, 6]
61 we have therefore
advocated working with redundant equation systems.
To ensure arbitrary iterations of offsetting, bisecting and blending operations
on constrained surfaces, we give three theorems for normal expressions after each
ofthe
of the surface operations. We will use the following
following definition in these theorems.

Definition Foot Point
Given a point PI
p, its foot point, Po,
po, on aa surface ff is a point of /f that has shortest
distance to p.
Theorem 1: Norma[
Normal 0/
of an Offset
Oflset Surface
The normal
normd n of an
a n offset surface at
a t aa nonsingular point p coincides
coincides with the
normal DO
no at its foot point po. In other words, Dn =
= DQ.
no.

Proof
Suppose that two normal vectors nn and no do not coincide, as shown in Figure l.
1.
There must be some tangent vectors which a.re
are not perpendicular to no since
nn is different from nono. Then in a small neighborhood a.round
around P
p on the offset
surface there exists a point which is closer to Po
po than the offset distance. We
conclude from this contradiction that P
p is not the offset point to
t o Po.
po. 0

f
Po

fa

Figure 1:
DO should be coincident
1: Normal of an offset surface: nn and no

Theorem
Normal 0/
Bi$ecting Sur/ace
Theorern 2: Normal
of a Bisecting
SurJace
The normal n of aa bisecting surface at a nonsingular point p
p is pardel
parallel ttoo the
straight line connecting the foot points P
Py on the two base surfaces ff
piJ and p,

4

In other words, nn =
= ±(pf
k(pj -- p,).
and g. In
pg).
Proof
(pjJ -- p,)
Suppose that the normal nn is not parallel to (p
pg) as shown in Figure 2. We
neighborhoods of ppff and Pg
pg by their tangent planes. There
approximate the neighborhoods
(pjJ -- p,).
must be some tangent vectors at p which are not perpendicular to (p
pg).
Then in aa small neighborhood around p
there
exists
a
point
which
has
different
p
distances from the two
two approximating
approximating planes. We conclude
conclude from the contradicthat P
p does
does not bisect the two base surfaces.
surfaces. 00
tion tha.t

surface: nn should be parallel
pj
pg
Figure 2: Normal of a.a bisecting surface:
para.llel to P
/ -- Pg
3: Normal of
of aa Blendirig
Theorem 3:
Blending Surface
The normal nn of aa blending surface at a nonsingular point pp is the straight line
corresponding rolling ball
baJJ instance at this point. In
from the center c of its corresponding
=P
p - c.
c.
other words, n =

-

Proof
immediately follows
follows from the fact that a.a blending surface is the envelope
envelope
This immediately
of rolling balls. 0
Corollary
The surface
surface operations of offsetting,
offsetting, bisecting and blending can be iterated.

Proof
In the a.bove
above three theorems we have given aa normal expression for each of
these surface operations. The corollary
corollary therefore follows
follows from Lemma 11 and the
constructions of [4,6].
14, 61. 0
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2.1
2.1

Number of Variables

Next,
discuss the number of variables needed in each operation. To simplify
Next, we discuss
the formulations, we will
wilI use

G(xg, Yg, Z9' •..)
H(Xh, Yh, Zh, •••)

(2)
(3)
(4)

0

F(xltY/tz/, ••• )

=

0
0

to abbreviate the systems of equations such as (1)
(1) that define the surfaces
spa.nned
spanned by
(~/JY/tzf)'
(Xh,'Yh,Zh),
( ~ j , ~ j , ~(x
(2g,Yg,
f9'Y9,Z9)
) , ~ g and
)
(zh, ~ h , % h ) ,respectively.
respectively- Let (af,b/Jc/),
(aj,bj,cj), (ag,bg,cg)
(ah,bh, Ch)
ch) be the normals at generic points, of the three surfaces.We reand (ah.,
view the equational formula.tion
formulation of the surface derivations thereby establishing
the needed number of variables.

f,
f , 9g and h. The surfaces
surfaces are the projections into the subspaces

2.1.1
2.1.1

Offset Surfaces

surface ff by a distance r.
r. Let (x/,'Y/tz/)
(zj,yl,zj) on ff be a
Consider offsetting a base surface
(z,y, z) be its offset point on the derived surface. Then a.n
an offset
foot point, and (:z:,y,z)
surface must satisfy the following
[3]:
following constraints [3]:
1.
1. The foot point is on the base surface.

2. The distan.ce
distance between the foot point and its offset point equals T.
r.
3.
3. The vector connecting the foot point and its offset point is collinear with
the normal of the base surface f,
f , or by Lemma 1,
1, perpendicular to any
surface tangent vector.
Translating
aansIating these constraints into equations, and omitting the faithfulness
equations derived in [6],
161, we obtain
condition equa.tions
F(:!:1> Y/l zj, •••)

(x - x f)2

+ (y -

Yf)2

+ (z -

z/)2

(~- X/tY- Y/tZ- Z/) X (a/,b/lc/)

(0,0,0)

(5)
(6)
(7)

(af, bf,cf) is the normal
normd of ff at the foot point. As justified in [6],
[6],the
where (aj,bf,cf)
system of equations includes
indudes a.a redundancy.

6

2.1.2
2.1.2

Biseding
Bisecting Surfaces
Surfaces

Consider two base surfaces
surfaces ff and g. A bisecting surface
surface or equi-distance surface
surface
is comprised of the intersection curves
curves of pairs offset surfaces
surfaces from
f ~ o mff and 9,
g, by
the same offset r. Intuitively,
1.
1. The two foot points are on the base surfaces.
surfaces.

2. The distances of a.
a point on the bisecting surface from the corresponding
r , a variable).
foot points are equal (to T,
3. The two vectors, from the surface point to its corresponding
corresponding foot points,
are normals of the two base surfaces
surfaces respectively.
respectively.
These constraints define
define the bisecting surface with the following
following equations:

F(x/J YiJ zfJ ...)
G(xy, Y9' Zg, ••. )

(x - xJ)2
(x - Yg)2

z/)"

0
r2

+ (y _ Ygyz + (z _ Zg)2

r2

+ (y -

YJ)2

+ (z -

(x - x/JY- Yf,z - zJ) X (a/JbbcJ)
(x - x g , Y - Yg, Z - Zg) X (a g , by, cg )

2.1.3
2.1.3

0
:::

(0,0,0)
= (0,0,0)
=

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

Blending Surfaces
Surfaces

Since constant-radius blends are aa special case of variable-radius
variabIeradius blending sursurfaces, we begin with the general case.
faces,
To construct a variable-radius
variableradius blending surface,
surface, we consider
consider a.a curve, referred
a surface
surface bisecting two base surfaces
surfaces ff and 9g (see
to as the spine, that lies on a.
Figure 3). At each
e d point on the curve we place a.a sphere with radius the dista.nce
distance
of the point from the base surfaces.
surfaces. Then the envelope
enveIope of these spheres is a
variable-radius
variableradius blending surfa.ce
surface of the two base surfaces.
surfaces.
In general, the spine
spine curve is obtained by intersecting the equidistance sursur[I].
face with aa reference surface h {I].
When aa ball rolls over two base surfaces,
surfaces, only a circle on each sphere in the
family contributes generally to
t o the envelope.
envelope. The plane containing this circle
circle
sphere,
must be perpendicular to the tangent to the spine at the center of the sphere,
and must contain the foot points, [4Ji
[4]; see also
also Figure 3. These
These considerations
following constraints
lead to the following

7

contact
contact curtJe on

spine
spine

I

_:--~-

contact
contact curve
curve on
on 9g

Figure
Figure 3:
3: Formulation
Formulation of
of aa blending
blending surface
surface

1.1. The
The foot
footpoints
points are
are on
onthe
the respective
respectiveb3.'ie
base surfaces.
surfaces.
2.2. The
Thespine
spine isis on
on the
the reference
referencesurface.
surface.

The radius
radius of
of the
the sphere
sphere isis T,T , the
the distance
distance of
of the
the center
center from
from the
the base
base
3.3. The
surfaces.
surfaces.
4.4. The
The two
twovectors,
vectors,from
fromthe
the center
center of
of the
the sphere
sphere to
to the
the two
twofoot
foot points,
points, are
are
normal vectors
vectorsof
of the
thebase
base surfaces.
surfaces.
normal

5. The
The circle
circleof
of the
the sphere
sphere that
that contributes
contributes to
to the
the blending
blending surface
surface contains
contains
5.
thefoot
foot points.
points.
the
6.6. The
The plane
plane containing
containing this
this circle
circle isis perpendicular
perpendicular to
to the
the tangent
tangent of
of the
the
spineat
atthe
the center
centerof
of the
the sphere.
sphere.
spine

Toconvert
convertthese
these constraints
constraintsinto
into equations,
equations, we
we let
let (u,
(u,V,
v ,10)
w )be
be the
the center
center of
of
To
sphere, a.apoint
point on
on the
thespine.
spine. We
Welet
let (t(i,,
t,,
t,)
be
the
spine
tangent
vector
at
aasphere,
,
til'
t
be
the
spine
tangent
vector
at
)
ll
w
(u,v,v ,w),
w ) ,and
and (x,y,z)
(z,y, z )be
be aa point
point on
on the
the blending
blending surface.
surface. We
We obtain:
obtain:
(u,
F(xf,Y[lz/J
F ( z f , ~ f , z j...
, -)- - )-= 00

G(x
, g , Yo, Zg, ••• ) - = 00
H(u,v, w,...)
H(u,v,w,
...) = 0
2
=
r2
('L- 2 j)2
( v - yZI2 ( W - z ~ =
) r~
(u-x/)2+(v-y/)2+(w-zJ?

+

+

°

2
(U -Yg?
&)=+
f (v
(21 --Yg)2
yg)2 +
-k(w
( w --Zg)'l
z ~ =
) r~
r2
(u(U-Xf,V-Yf,w-Zj)
(u - z j , v - Y j , W - zj) xX (a/Jb"c/)
( a i l b1,cj) = (0,0,0)
(0,0,0)
(u-Xg,v-Yg.w-zg)x(ag,bg,cg)
( ~ - x g r ~ - ~ g r w - ~ g ) X ( a g , b g , c , ) = (0,0,0)
(010,O)

8

(14)
(14)
(15)
(15)
(16)
(16)
(17)
(17)
(I8)
(18)

(19)
(19)
(20)
(20)

+

(x
( z- - U)2
u ) ~ (y
+ (- ~V)2
- ~+T(Z
) ~- +W)Z
( z -=
w )r2
~

(X/(xj - Xg,YJ
x g , ~ -j
- Yg,Zl
Ygr ~j -- Zg)
zg) X
x (ah,bh,Ch)
(ah,bh, ch) =

(21)

(tuytv,

1,)

0
)
(x
xg,Y
Yg,
Z
Zg)
.
(t
t
,
tv,
( x - x g ? Y - Y g ? . t . - ~ g ) ' ( t u ur t " , t ww ) = 0

(x-xf,Y-Yf>z-zf)·(tu,tv,t
(~-Zf,Y-Yf,Z-~j)-(tu,tv,tw) w)

-=

(22)
(22)
(23)
(23)
(24)

A constant-radius blending surface
surface is
is aa special
special case
case of aa variable-radius
variable-radius
blending surface
surface where
where the
the spine
spine is
is the
the intersection
intersection curve
curve oftwo
of two offset
offset surlaces[7]
surfaces[7]
with the
the same
same fixed
fixed offset
offset r.
T . Since
Since the
the radii
radii of spheres
spheres in the
the family
family are
are same,
same,
the
the contributing
contributing circle
circle must
must be
be the
the largest circle
circle on the
the sphere
sphere and
and the
the spine
spine
tangent is
is the
the normal of the
the plane
plane containing
containing that circle.
circle.

F(x/> Vb z1> ...) = 0
G(xg, Yg,Zg, .••)

(u - x/)Z + (11- Yl? + (w - zf?
(u - Yg)2 + (v - Yg)Z + (w - Zg?
(u (U -

Yj,w - z/) X (aj,b]lcJ)
X gt v - Yg, W - Zg) X (a g, bg, cg)
(x _u)2 + (y - 11)2 + (z _ w)2

Xj,l1-

xz
u
1£

°

(26)

r

2

(27)

r

2

(28)

(0,0,0)

(29)

(0,0,0)

(30)

r2

(31)

z2 11

Yy
11v

w
W

1l

xf
21 Vi
'yf zJ
Z!

11
11

x2gg Yg
Y9

2.1.4
2.1.4

=

(25)

Zg
=g

= 00

(32)

Variable
Variable Counts
Counts

Let
J 1 nn,
Let nnf,
and nil
nh be
be the
the numbers
numbers of variables
variables needed
needed to
to define
define the
the surfaces
surfaces f,
f , 9g
g and
and h.
h. Note
Note that nJ
nj is
is 33 for
for an
an implicit surface
surface and
and 55 for
for aa parametric
parametric surlace.
surface.
and
Table
Table 11counts
counts the
the number of variables
variables needed
needed for
for each
each operation.
bisect

operation
operation

offset
offset

variables
variables

nJ
g +3
nj + nfig
3
nj +33 nf

+

const ant-R blend
bIend
constant-R

+ +

nj
nf

+ 66
++nngg +

variableR blend
variable-R

+ + +

nf
nj +ng
ng+nh
nh +33

Table
Table 1:
1: The
The number
number of
of variables
variables after
after each
each operation
operation
In
In this
this table,
table, we
we have
have already
already excluded
excluded those
those variables
variables which
which can
can be
be elimieliminated
nated from
from surface
surface formulations
formulations without
without symbolic
symbolic computation,
computation, such
such as
as rT in
in aa
9

bisecting surface.
2.1.5
2.1.5

Reducing the Number of Variables

The geometric properties of the surface
surface operations allow us to reduce the number
of variables
variables in many cases. For example, since the offset of an offset is the offset
of the base surface by the combined distance, we need to use only n
f +3
nj
3 instead
of n
J + 6 variables.
nj
variables. The following
following operation combinations
combinations show how to take
advantage of this and analogous
analogous observations.

+

+

1. Offsetting
surface:
Onsetting an offset
oflset surface:

Only one offset operation is needed, by the sum of the distances, properly
1
signed
•
signed1.
2.
surface:
2. Offsetting
Ofsetting a blending surface:

Since
Since the blending surface
surface is the envelope of a family
family of spheres, its offset
is obtained by suitably enlarging
enlarging every sphere of the family. In particular,
( 2 1 ) in the case of variable-radius
variable-radius blending and equa·
equareplace equation (21)
(31) in the case of constant-radius blending with the equation
tion (31)

+

(Z - u)2
u )+
~(y -- 11)2
v ) +~ (z
(X - W)2
w)= = (1'
(T + offset?
0ff8et)~
(x

(33)
(33)

where offset
offset is the offset distance.
distance.
oflset surfaces:
3. Bisecting two offset
surfaces:
Assume that dl
dl and ddgg are offset distances from base surfaces ff and g,
g,
and that we want the equidistance surface of the two offsets. We directly
derive
surface from the base surfaces,
surlaces, by modifying equations
derive the bisecting surface
(8)-(13);
(8)-(13); see also Figure 4. In equation (10)
(10) we replace r with (r
(r + dl),
dl),
and in equation (11)
).
The
other
equations
( 1 1 ) we replace r with (r
(T + d
d,).
g
are unchanged because the normals of base surface and offsets agree at
at
corresponding
corresponding points.

+

+

The normal of the new surface
surface is obtained from the foot points ql
q j and qg
qg
on the two offsets
offsets with help of Theorem 2. Although the offsets
offsets were not
explicitly formulated, the foot points are easily found from P
Po and
p Ij and pg
(1) bel)
the
the base
base surfaces'
c(l»
C{l)
be
the normals
normals of
of the
surfaces:. Let
Let (a(l)
(a?),
y )',1
c?)) and
and (a(l)
(a,9
,b9(1),,9
c,(1)) be
1 'bbel)
1
,
unit
unit normal vectors
vectors for surfaces
surfaces ff and g. Then
q/:
Clg:

(x J + dJa(l),
(xg + dgag~) ,

YJ

+ dJb(l),

Yg + dgbg&) ,

+ dfC(l»
d tt»
Zg + geg

zl

1We
+,- and then by
'We ll8Ilume
aseume that
that the local
local offset
o K ~ tiB
is taken. For example,
example, offsetting
oKsettbg first
first by +r
-r
-r results in
in the original
oriejnal surface. This
Thi~iB
is in
in contrast
contrast to
to global offset
ofit in the senue
senee of
of Rossignac
Rnssignac
and Requicha[7}.
Requicba['/j.

10

The normal expression
expression for
for the
the bisecting surface
surlace is
is now
now nn == ±(qJ
f(qj -- qg).
qg).
The

f
Figure
Figure 4.~
4: Construct
Construct aa bisecting
bisecting surface
surface from
from two
two offset
offset surfaces
surfaces

4.
4. Blending
Blending two
two offset
oflset surfaces:
surfaces:
Since
Since the
the formulation
formulation of
of a.a blending
blending surface
surface contains
contains that
that of
of aa bisecting
bisecting
surface,
surface, aa similar
similar reduction
reduction applies.
applies. We
We omit
omit the
the details.
details.
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Trimming Surfaces
Surfaces in
in Higher
Higher Dimension
Dimension
Trimming

We
We consider
consider evaluating
evaluating a.arestricted
restricted area.
area of
of aa surface
surfacedefined
defined with
with the
the dimensiondirnensionality
alityparadigm,
paradigm, i.e.,
i.e., defined
defined by
by the
the system
system of
of equations
equations (1).
(1).We
We assume
assume that
that the
the
surface
surface we
we want
want isis the
the pyojection
projection of
of the
the manifold
manifold in
in n-space
n-spaceinto
into the
the (Xli
(zr,X2,
2 2 , :2:3)
z3)
subspace.
subspace.

In
In (2],
[2], a.n
an algorithm
algorithm has
has been
been described
described for
for evaluating
evaluating the
the projected
projected surface
surface
in aa domain
domain defined
defined by
by the
the ra.nge
range of
of :1:1,
xl, X2,
22, and
and X3i
z3;that
that is,
is, the
the surface
surface area
area
in
inside
inside the
the volume
volume
al
a1 :$
IXl
zr :$ 6'JL1

<

:55 :1:2
2 2 :$
Ib622
a3
a3 :S
1x3
23 ~
5 bb3
3
a2
az

is
is found.
found. In
In many
many cases,
cases, the
the surface
surface area.
area of
of interest
interest cannot
cannot be
be so
so defined.
defined. For
For
example,
example,coDsider
considerthe
the offset
offsetof
of aarectangular
rectangular parametric
parametric surface
surfacepatch.
patch. Although
Although
the
the offset
offset patch
patch would
would be
be logically
logically aa rectangula.r
rectasgular area.,
area,the
the patch.
patch isis not
not bounded
bounded
in
in 3-space
3-spaceby
by three
three pairs
pairs of
of parallel
parallel planes.
planes.

11

3.1
3.1

Rectangular
Rectangular Area Evaluation
EvaIuation

Consider first evaluating a surface area restricted to a rectangular area.
area in a.a
different subspace. For example, the offset
offset of aa rectangular parametric surface
patch would be the set of all
d solutions of the system for which the parametric
variables
variabla are in the domain
domain of the patch. Since the parametric variables occur
among the variables of the 6ystem,
system, the simplest situation is:

Rectangular Ama
Area Projections
Rectangular
Given the system (1),
(11, evaluate the projection of the manifold into
2 , and .:1:3,
23, in the domain
the subspace spanned by xl,
Xl, 2
X2,

Our algorithm is based on Chuang's method, [2],
[2], and likewise requires an initial
starting point.

We evaluate the surface projection on the N
N'J, grid of points where
Nl
1 x Nz
Xi

E [ai, aj + hI, ..., bi]

Xi

E

[aj,aj

+ h 2 , ••• ,bj ]

with hI
hl =
= (bi -- ai)/N
a;)/Nlj and h'l
hz ;:;
= (bj
(b; -- aj)/N
aj)/Nz,
=
2 , beginning with the point p =
(a,,
aj,.:an):n ):
(al"'"
ai, ..., aj,.::.a

..., ...,

...,

1. At the point pp = (Yl,
(yl,..., Yn)
y,) on the
the surface, construct a local
locaI a.pproxima.nt
approximant
1.
@ ==
= (4)!,
(&, ...
...,4,)
4J
,¢,,.) such that
Xk =
Xk
= eple(
#k(%s, t)
t)

and
#k(o, 0) = yk

<

1~ k ~
5 n.
n.
for 1
2. Let a neighboring point q = (Zll
± hI
(zl,••.
...,,zn)
z,) be one at which Zi
s ;:;
= Yi
yi f
hl and
Z
Z; = Yi
y; and Zj
~ j=
' Yi
yj ±
f hh2.
neighboring points not yet
zij = =yip
Yj, or Zj
2 . Find the neighboring
determined as
a follows:

=

=

(a) Solve
Solve
z·
epiC
# i (8,~t)
, t ) = 2;
I

4>j(
8, t)
dj(9,t)
= zzj1
for 3s and t.
t. For example, the epk
#k could be linear in 8s and t, in which
case 4)
@ is essentially
essentially the tangent plane.
plane.
12

(b) Recover an estimate of the remaining coordinates
coordinates by evaluating
evaIuating ¢,,(.9,
&(s, t)
t)
at the values
s and
¥ i and k I-# j.
j.
values found
found for s
and t,
t , where k = 1,
1, ..., n,
n, kb jL
(c)
(c) Refine the estimate with Newton iteration
iteration adjoining
adjoining to the system
the equations
equations
x ; = 2;
zj
j
Xi = zZj

= ...,

3. Repeat the above steps until all
d grid points have been determined.
determined.

trimmed surface is obtained
obtained in (:2:1,.::1:2.
( x l , xz,z3)
From the traced grid points the trimmed
X3)
space.
NURB surface.
space. As aa simple example.
example, Figure 5 shows an offset of a.a NUELB
surface. Clearly
our algorithm can be generalized
generalized to evaluate triangular
triangular areas.
areas.

Figure 5: Offset surface
surface of a.a NURB surface

3.2
3.2

Logically
Logicdly Rectangular Area Evaluation

In some cases,
casa, the surface
surface area.
area of interest is logically aa rectangle
rectangle but cannot be
defined as the restriction
restriction of two variables
variables that occur naturally
naturally in the defining
13

system of equations. For example, with a rolling ball blend the surface
surface area
of interest is bordered by two contact curves that are not plane sections of the
manifold in some subspace. We introduce two mechanisms
mechanisms for dealing
dealing with this
situation. First, we can introduce auxiliary variables that express
express aa geometric
relationship which defines aa logical boundary. Second,
Second, we can introduce virtual
variables, such as arc length on a curve, that are not defined equationally but are
introduced procedurally in the mechanics
mechanics of the surface
surface evaluation algorithm.
Consider aa cross-section
cross-section of a.a blending surface which contains the circle
circle aa
rolling ball contributes to the surface, as shown in Figure 6. The line segment
segment
separates the circle into two parts, an arc
connecting the two foot-points plp,
p IP9 separates
connecting
which contains p, a.
a point on the blending surface, and the other which contains
pi,
p', aa point not on the blending surfa.ce.
surface. We will keep the arc containing the

(z"y/,ZJ)
(u,v,w)

Figure 6: Trimming
Trimming a blending surface
point p
p in Figure 6, and parameterize it so the parameter value ranges from 0
to 1.
1.
There are several ways to parameterize the arc we are interested in. For
example, we can use the chord length d,
d, assuming for simplicity
simplicity that the arc of
interest does not exceed
exceed a half circle.
circle. Adding the equations

(Z-XJ)2+(Y-YJ)2+{Z-ZJ)2 = d
(~g - xJ)2 + (Yg - y/)2 + (Z9 - zf)2 = dmor
o.drno:z;
d

(34)
(35)
(36)

we note tha.t
moves from P
pJi to Po
p, along
that the parameter aa ranges from 0 to 11 as p moVes
the arc. To distinguish the lower from
from the upper arc, we may add the condition
condition
14

that the determinant
D=

t:r:

t ll

tz

0

x

Y

Z

1

xI YJ zJ 1
xg

'!Jg

Zg

1

be nonnegative. This can be expressed by the equation
D= e2

(37)

if the surface is evaluated in real space. So, by adding equations (34-37),
(34-37), we
have expressed the area of interest in one dimension
dimension by the new variable Q.
a.
Other parameterizations might be based on trigonometric functions and angles,
and wodd
would lead to more uniform parameter speed.
Ideally, the second domain dimension
dimension would be expressed
expressed by a.a variable exEXpressing the length of the subtended spine. We do not have an attractive technique to express
express this quantity as a variable defined by suitably adjoined equaequapart
of
the
algorithm.
We
tions. Instead, we obtain this quantity implicitly as
as
call this implicit quantity a virtual pmmeter.
parameter. We w
will
ill have to characterize the
curve on the surface that fixes
fixes the virtual parameter. In the case ofrolling
of rolling ball
blends the curve is chara.cterized
by
the
fact
that
the
associated
spine
point is
characterized
fixed.
To obtain surface
surface points with suitably spaced virtual parameter values, we
first must evalua.te
evaluate the spine as
as aa curve and compute a.a subset of points tha.t
that are
uniformly spaced. Each point is associated with a particular value of the virtual
parameter p. We would like to evaluate
evaluate for each spine
spine point the corresponding
corresponding
surface section
section in the range of the parameter a as discussed before. One way
would be to construct a.a point on the section based on the geometry of the rolling
ball blend. For example, for constant-radius
constant-radius blends, the normal plane to the
spine contains the segment we are interested in.

A more general way is as follows: Having evaluated
evduated a particular section,
we pick a.a point on it and determine, from
from the local surface
surfxe approximant, an
estimate for a.
a neighboring point in the direction
direction perpendicular to the section
curve tangent. Then, adjoining
fixing the virtual parameter, the
adjoining the condition
condition fixing
estimate is refined to a surface point on the corresponding
corresponding section curve which
is now evaluated in turn.
In summary, the constrained surfaces
surfaces is trimmed by a suitable pa.rameterparameterization that constructs aa rectangular domain. The parameterization can be
considered
considered in a very loose
loose sense: We do not require rational expressions as is
the case for classical
dassical parametric surfaces. Instead,
hstead, implicit variables with trimming ranges can be used. Furthermore,
Furth~rmore, we may have
ha.ve virtual parameters that

15

complete this section with an example. Figure 77
are evaluated procedurally.
procedurally. We complete
surface for two cylinders
cylinders defined
defined by
illustrates aa trimmed blending surface

Figure 7: Trimmed blending surface

+
+

cylinder
x 2 + y2 =
cylinder,l :: z2
=9
cylinder2:
cylinderz : y2
y2 + Z2
a2 =
= 25

reference surface
surface is given by
where the reference
reference : (x

+ 1)2 + y2 =

25

In this
pa.rameterize the blending arc which is one Bide
tbie example,
example, we parameterize
side of the
rectangular area,
area, and trace this area.
area simultaneously
simultaneously with its blending
logically rectangular
spine. The spine points axe
are traced over aa grid:
grid:
spine.
Xmin ~ X ~ Xma:c
Ymin

$ Y

~ Ymo.z

Taking only aa part of the blending
blending surface and parameterizing the spine of
this particular case, we obtain Figure 8 by evaluating
evaluating aa rectangular
rectangular area..
area. Note
that the traversal grid lines
lines are circuler
drculer arcs.
arcs.

16

Figure 8: A part of the trimmed blending surface
surface

44

Trimming
General Trimming

The techniques
techniqua described
dacribed before solve those surface
surface trimming problems that
The
logically can
ca;n be reduced
redu~edto evaluating aa rectangular
rectmgular area.
area. However, such reducreduclogica.lly
tion is not always
alwaya possible and so a more general algorithm
algorithm to trim
trim constrained
constrained
surfaces is needed. In the simplest form,
form, the general trimming
trimming problem can be
surfaces
sta.ted
stated as follows:
Trimming for Constrained
Constmined Surfaces
General Trimming
Given
Given the system (1),
(I), evaluate the projection of the manifold in the
domain
1j. <
_ii_
<
_
_
a·
x·I <
b·
where
aiI <
5
X;
5
b;I
5
5 kk

into the subspace
aubspace spanned by Xl,
XI, :1:2,
xz, and 23.
into
X3.
Compared with the rectangular a.rea.
area evaluation,
evaluation, the general
general problem is easier
solve. We call the variables
variables Xi,
xi, j
5 i :5
5 k,
express, but more difficult to solve.
to express,
j :5
trimming pmrneters.
pammeters. Note that they could be a.uxiliary
auxiliary variables
variables that are
expressly
expressly introduced for the purpose of
of trimming. For instance, when evaluating
surface, we treat the determinant D as aa trimming parameter so
aa blending surface,
surface is divided into
along two conta.ct
contact curves,
curves, one
the blending surface
jnto two parts along
corresponding to D < 0, the other to D
D ~ O.
~ 0 is
js
0. As before, the part with D 2
the desired blending part.

>

To find a.
a solution to the general
general trimming problem, we revisit Chuang's

17

algorithm
algorithm and consider a.a decomposition
decomposition in the (XII
(XI,2X2,
2 , x3)-subspace
zs)-subspace induced by
a.
a regular
regular,I rectangular grid. When a particular cube is explored, we evaluate the
trimming
trimming parameters at the intersection of the approximated surface
surface projection
with the boundary of the cube.
Consider aa surface facet inside a cube, as shown in Figure 9 (a), before trimming.
will trim the facet
ming. The facet is a convex polygon.
polygon. We wiU
facet by considering
considering each
trimming parameter in turn. Figure 9 (b), (c)
( c ) and (d) illustrate the trimming
parameters: 0 :; 'U
u 5
0. Note
process in aa cube for two trimming para.meters:
~ 5 and v > o.
that we can trim
trim each cube separately.
separately.

<

(8,5)

(8,5)

(-2,1)
(a)surface
surface patch to be cut against
(a)
(u,w),
5 'Uu :;
5 5 and
andv
('U,
v), where 0O ::;
v~0

>

(b)
(b) cut against 'U
u~0

>

<

(c) cut against 'U
u~5

(d) cut against v 1
~ 0

Figure 9: Variable trimming inside
inside a cube

IH
f we have
have constructed a linear approximant, all varia.bles
variables
18

X
i,
Xi,

ii

> 3, vary

linearly
lineaxly in this cube. A linear approximant 1l
7-l is expressed a.c;
as
where

zi=hi(a,t)

l<i<n

and every hi
h; is a.
a linear function of "s and t. 1l
1-I is also viewed as aa linear
linear
parametrization of a pla.ne.
plane. The projection of the plane in 3D space
space is a.
a plane

M:
M:
:1:1
21
X2
22
X3
23

=
=

hl(s,
t)
hl(9,t)

= h'l(",
hz(s,t)
= hh33(s,
( ~t)
t ,)

Each face
be defines
face of the ell
cube
defines a.a half space so the plane M is truncated by six half
spaces
spaces to aa convex polygon. Suppose
Suppose the given cube is bounded from (CI,
(cl, C2,
cz, C3)
ca)
to (db
(dl,ddz,
d3),
2, d
3 ), then the convex polygon is represented by

< hieS, t) ~ d1
c:l < hz(",t) ~d2
C3
< h3 (",t) :::;ds
CI

Similarly,
~ ai
Similarly, any trimming variable,
variable, say Xi
x; 2
a;,I also defines
defines a hali
half space in higher
dimensions. Then the convex
convex polygon in M
M is further truncated by a half plane
projected from
from this half space. We add the condition

x·I >
a·I
_
to further trim the convex poIygon
polygon for every trimming variable.
variable. In practice,
we evalua.te
evaluate the values of each trimming variable at the vertices of the convex
hi, and linearly
polygon, from the function h;,
Enea-rly interpolate"
interpolate 3 and t with respect to
the trimming conditions. Let VI
vt and V2
vz be two vertices in the convex polygon,
SlJ
slytl
t l and 82,
8 2 , t2
t2 be their coordinates of 1l.
3-1. Assume that we have

If Ci
ci < ai
a; < di,
d;, we delete the vertex
linearly interpolated parameters

The trimming for xi
Xi

VI
vl

and insert aa new vertex, V,
v, with the

5 bi
b; is done analogously.
andogously.

~
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We illustrate
blending; Figure 10.
illustrate the process with an example of corner blending;
The corner is bounded
bounded by aa circular cylinder,
cylinder, an elliptic
elliptic cylinder and aa Bezier
surface.
surface. The cylinder is defined as

and the elliptic
elliptic cylinder
cylinder is given by

+

+

(x
+ y2
y2 =
( x + O.15z)2
0.15%)~
=9
Finally,
Finally, the Bezier surface
surface is defined
defined by 16 control points.
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Figure 10:
10: Three surfaces
surfaces to be blended
blended at aa corner
We construct blending surlaces
surfaces of between
between each surface pair and add aa spherical patch as corner blend. Figure 11
11 shows
shows the result.
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.:

... :
: '. ".. :~S· -: ." ..,: .. '

Figure 11:
11: Corner blending of three surfaces
surfach
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Summary
Summary

We have studied two issues in this paper. First, we showed that the class
class of
constrained
constrained surfaces
surfaces defined with the dimensionality
dimensionality paradigm is closed under
offsetting, bisecting and blending operations. The result also applies to curves.
Moreover,
inMoreover, we have clarified the growth behavior of the number of variables involved, and given some techniques for reducing the growth. Second,
ha.ve
Second, we have
explored the surfa.ce
surface trimming problem a.nd
and presented several
several methods. In analanalogy to parametric surface
surface evaluation over rectangular domains,
domains, we examined
trimming constrained surfa.ces
a rectangular area defined by two va.ria.bles
variables
surfaces by a.
of the surface definition and genera.lized
generalized the method to an evaluation
evaluation of aa logically rectangular area using virtual parameters. We then generalized
generalized trimming
by restricting any number of variables.
variables. We solve
soIve this problem in Section 4 by
modifying
modifying Chuang's
Chuang's surface evaluation algorithm.
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